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The analysis of the density equation in stellarator or tokamak plasmas shows that the 

bifurcation can occurs between two stable solutions, which are characterized by different density 

gradients at the plasma edge. A strong gas puffing at the edge or pellet injection can trigger this 

bifurcation, which appears due to the non-linearity in the particle source term and a non-

monotonic behavior of the neutral source term for different values of the separatrix plasma 

density. This mechanism is suggested here as a plausible physical explanation of an advanced 

high density H-mode (HDH) regime on the W7-AS stellarator, which can be achieved only under 

a high rate of particle fuelling during the starting phase of the discharge, when the average 

density exceeds some critical level [1,2].  This mechanism can also be responsible for TB 

formation in LHD during pellet injection. When the puffing rate exceeds the diffusive speed the 

density profile grows at the source position, and this leads to the formation of the density gradient 

sufficient for effective suppression of the plasma turbulence (the Edge Transport Barrier 

formation). The appearance of the ETB depends on the initial condition, namely on the fuelling 

rate, but a steady-state operation with improved confinement can be achieved at some critical 

average density, which can be assessed from the energy and particle balance at the edge [2]. In 

this paper we emphasize the primary role of neutrals in bifurcation between two stable solutions, 

reminiscent of the different modes of operation in W7-AS and LHD plasmas. The possibility of 

bifurcation during the density formation in the different divertor configuration in the LHD 

stellarator (Helical and Island divertor) is also discussed.   
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